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We Shouldn't - Vi Keeland 2019-01-21
From #1 New York Times Bestseller Vi Keeland, comes a new, sexy
standalone novel. Bennett Fox walked into my life on one hell of a crappy
Monday morning. I was late for the first day at my new job—a job I’d now
have to compete for even though I’d already worked eight years to earn
it, because of an unexpected merger. While I lugged my belongings up to
my new office, a meter maid wrote me a parking summons. She’d
ticketed a long line of cars—except for the Audi parked in front of me,
which happened to be the same make and model as mine. Annoyed, I
decided to regift my ticket to the car that had evaded a fine. Chances
were, the owner would pay it and be none the wiser. Except, I
accidentally broke the windshield wiper while slipping the ticket onto the
car’s window. Seriously, my day couldn’t get any worse. Things started
to perk up when I ran into a gorgeous man in the elevator. We had one of
those brief moments that only happened in movies. You know the
deal…your body lights up, fireworks go off, and the air around you
crackles with electricity. His heated stare left me flush when I stepped
off the elevator. Maybe things here wouldn’t be so bad after all. Or so I
thought. Until I walked into my new boss’s office and met my
competition. The gorgeous man from the elevator was now my nemesis.
His heated stare wasn’t because of any mutual attraction. It was because
he’d saw me vandalize his car. And now he couldn’t wait to annihilate his
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rival. There’s a fine line between love and hate—and we shouldn’t cross
it. We shouldn’t—but straddling that line could be so much fun.
The Hell You Say: The Adrien English Mysteries 3 - Josh Lanyon
2021-01-07
Demons, Death Threats, and Christmas Shopping. It’s Christmas time
and Adrien English, the “ill-starred and bookish” bookseller and
occasional mystery writer must contend with a Satanic cult, a handsome
and eccentric university professor, and his on-again/off-again
relationship with the eternally conflicted LAPD Detective Jake Riordan.
Not to mention murder...
The Pied Piper - Laura Smith 2015-01-08
Laura’s daddy told her that, if anything seemed too good to be true, it
probably is. When she met and married Walter, she found him to be not
only an attractive husband but also a good provider and a father for her
son. Walter was active in the church and youth groups. He loved music,
and everyone liked him. Laura felt truly blessed. Little did she know that,
in five short years, all those dreams would turn to nightmares. It is still
difficult for her to realize how much pain and suffering one man could
cause to so many. The boys, the children, and Laura will never be the
same. They are scarred forever. They deal with it. But they don’t want
anyone else to have to deal with it. That is why they have put their story
in writing to warn you that there are pied pipers in this world. They are
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good at what they do. That is why they can fool so many trusting souls.
The one thing Laura would change is that she would ask questions when
things don’t make sense. She advises you to ask questions. If you don’t,
she says that everyone loses.
The Wolf Within - M.J. Scott 2014-10-02
Enjoy this complete dark and sexy werewolf shifter urban fantasy trilogy
from RITA¨ Award nominated author M.J. Scott. A vampire killed my
family. A werewolf broke my heart. Now both of them are back. Ashley
Keenan wants a normal life. She keeps her supernatural clients happy
and keeps her head down. Usually, a werewolf in her office is business as
usual. But not when that werewolf is FBI Agent Daniel Gibson. Her ex.
The man she's never quite forgotten but can never have. Worse, he has
some very bad news. The vampire who murdered her family is coming
after her. And the FBI needs Ash's help to stop him. It's her chance at
revenge but it means facing every nightmare from her past and spending
every day with Dan. He's as irresistible as he ever was, but she knows
humans who date werewolves don't stay human. It's a fight to guard her
heart and her life. And to survive she might have to learn to love her
inner monster... The Wolf Within is the first book in the complete Wild
Side trilogy. This series has werewolves, vampires, cat shifters, strong
language, some dark places, sexy times and an ongoing relationship that
gets to a HEA...perfect for fans of strong heroines, protective heroes and
second chance romances. Enjoy the ride! Author's note: For tropes and
CW, please check the author's website.
New York Supreme Court -

greatest challenge—and the nation’s greatest failure. An Irishman, a
Catholic, and a lawyer obsessed with justice, Dillon is a man whose fierce
integrity has always set him apart. His indomitable wife, Cass, can see
what his defiant adherence to principle is costing him, especially when
he is charged with an impossible duty as an air force general. As America
becomes more deeply entangled in Vietnam, Dillon will discover that his
son has inherited his merciless conscience—and that he is deeply
opposed to the war. From the gangster-ridden politics of Depression-era
Chicago to the intrigue and glamour of wartime Washington; from the
triumph of virtue in World War II to the moral chaos of Vietnam; from
turf battles in the Pentagon to tear-gas conflict in the streets; from a
man’s inbred solitude to the story of an extraordinary love— Memorial
Bridge is both a journey through twentieth-century history and a tale of
one family trying to span the divisions of the American heart. “[Carroll]
writes with sweep about faith, redemption, truth, honor. . . . There is
beauty and power in his characters and themes, and there is mystery in
the big questions that inform Carroll’s moral fiction.” —The Boston Globe
The Tying of Threads: A Woody Creek Novel 6 - Joy Dettman
2014-03-01
The sixth book in the addictive Woody Creek series from bestselling
Australian author Joy Dettman "an adept storyteller" Sydney Morning
Herald "a compulsive read" Sun-Herald In The Tying of Threads, the
sixth instalment of the beloved Woody Creek series, we return to the
small timber town where it all began... As the new millennium draws
ever closer and Woody Creek struggles to survive, one thing becomes
clear - in order to face their futures, Jenny and her daughters must first
make peace with their pasts. If it's not too late. Georgie: Independent
and spirited, Georgie is her mother's daughter through and through. But
after a house fire takes the life of her sister, Margot, and burns her home
to the ground, Georgie is lost. She flees town with nothing but a
cardboard box and the determination to be somebody, anybody, else.
Cara: After almost losing her adopted daughter, Cara's view of the world
has radically shifted. She's decided that life is to be lived and love is to
be cherished, even when that means crossing boundaries she'd never

Memorial Bridge - James Carroll 1991-05-10
This historical saga of a patriotic man and his son “tackles those
dangerous, wrenching issues of morality, political ethics, and family ties”
(Alice Hoffman). From the New York Times–bestselling and National
Book Award–winning author of The Cloister, this decades-spanning novel
tells the story of Sean Dillon, who escapes from the rough world of the
Chicago stockyards to become an agent in J. Edgar Hoover’s FBI, and
then rises to the very top of military intelligence on the eve of its
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dreamed of. But is any love great enough to overcome and unimaginable
burden of guilt and shame? Jenny: With her nest empty, Jenny is more
lonely than ever. Rattling around her big old house with too much time to
think, she's left to wonder: should her secrets stay buried forever or will
revealing the truth set her free? Fans of Rosalie Ham's The Dressmaker
will love Joy Dettman.
Wifeline - 1984
A magazine for Navy families.
Back on the Block - Bill Simon 2009
Stolen, beaten, deprived of his liberty and used as child labour, Bill
Simon's was not a normal childhood. He was told his mother didn't want
him, and that he was the scum of the earth and was locked up in the
notorious Kinchela Boys Home for eight years. His experiences there
would shape his life forever. This title tells his story.
Diary of a Crush: French Kiss - Sarra Manning 2013-04-30
New town, new college, new people, Edie's feeling overwhelmed. What if
nobody wants to be her friend? But then something happens that turns
her life upside down: Edie spots Dylan. Messy-haired, pouty, frustratingly
elusive Dylan. . . Fast forward to the college trip to Paris and things are
really heating up. In between the shopping, the clubbing, the kissing and
the making up, something happens between Edie and Dylan that changes
both their lives for ever. But do boys like Dylan ever play for keeps?
Didn't You Promise - Amber Bardan 2016-06-13
The darkly seductive Bad for You series continues with a romance that
Harlequin Junkie notes “will appease fans who have been patiently (or
impatiently) waiting for the final surprisingly sweet and tender
outcome.” He always keeps his promises. Angelina has sacrificed
everything to be with the man she loves. Forced to abandon her family,
and even her own identity, Angelina depends on Haithem as never
before. With no more secrets between them, Haithem has become the
source of all her needs. Sexually. Emotionally. But not even Haithem can
hide forever. While they’re sneaking across borders, avoiding
persecution from everyone who would see Haithem dead and his
prototype stolen, the media fascination surrounding Angelina’s
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disappearance continues to mount. For Angelina, it’s a brutal reminder
of what she’s left behind and the pain she’s caused to those who believe
her dead or held against her will. To Haithem, it’s a warning: he stands
to lose the one person left in his life he loves beyond measure. The hunt
won’t be called off until his enemies have destroyed him, his life’s work
and everyone involved—including Angelina. He has only one choice. He’s
promised to protect her. And Haithem always keeps his promises. This
book is approximately 74,000 words One-click with confidence. This title
is part of the Carina Press Romance Promise: all the romance you’re
looking for with an HEA/HFN. It’s a promise! Find out more at
CarinaPress.com/RomancePromise.
Gifts of Sobriety - Barbara S Cole 2009-06-03
Inspiring stories from those who encountered life-changing blessings
from seemingly unimportant events. "Why try?" we sometimes ask
ourselves when faced with the uncertainties and hard work of recovery.
But the answers are all around us, in the rich and spirited lives of those
who have made the journey before us, each one a member of the joyful
possibilities that await. These possibilities come alive in Gifts of Sobriety,
a book that gives immediate meaning to the Big Book's promise: "We are
going to know a new freedom and a new happiness." In this book, Gifts of
Sobriety, those who have freed themselves of alcohol or drug addiction
share the gifts that sobriety has given them. Their stories are, in turn, a
gift--for those who have made the journey and for those who, just
embarking, seek gladdening news of the good life to come
Kiss My Lips - Bernard Veale 2014-05-28
Freddie Huntsman is now the Executive assistant of Governor Bradford
Bronson who is top of the polls for President of the United States. The
incumbent president died in office and the Vice President is acting
president and intends to get himself elected to office by hook or by
crook. He sees Freddie as the Governor’s biggest asset and is
determined to either bribe him with high office to get him to change
sides or to frame him for various crimes to discredit him. Freddie
manages to stay ahead of the game but gets embroiled in the ‘Mack the
Knife’ serial murders while juggling his new girlfriend Julienne Light
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with Jadi Benton, his ex-lover, who is handling the ‘Mack the Knife’ case.
Everything comes to a dramatic end when Freddie faces off with the
‘Mack the Knife’ killer.
Vivaldi in the Dark - Matthew J. Metzger 2013-12-01
Out-and-regretting-it comprehensive attendee Jayden Phillips turns his
cast-iron plans for life upside-down by falling in love with private-school
violinist Darren Peace, a sardonic boy with the craziest hair Jayden's ever
seen. But all is not what it seems, and Jayden's bullying problem
becomes meaningless when he is confronted with what the music does to
Darren. How do you stop a dangerous depression rooted in the same
thing that makes someone what they are? Dark moods, blank apathy, and
the undertow of self-loathing all simmer beneath Darren's dry and
beautiful veneer, and Jayden feels powerless to stop them. Then a
mugging gone wrong takes the music forcibly away, and Jayden is finally
given the chance to change Darren's life -- and, quite literally, his mind.
The Shame Experience - Susan Miller 2013-07-04
Drawing on a series of in-depth interviews illuminating the
phenomenology of shame in the general public, Miller systematically
explores the various dimensions of the shame experience. The complex
relationships between shame and female sexual development, shame and
phallic inhibition, and shame and orality are among the topics critically
reexamined.
Kiss Me Not - Emma Hart 2019-08-27
What do you do when you're the reigning kissing booth champion but the
only person you want to kiss is your best friend's brother? Let me make
this clear right here, right now: I, Halley Dawson, do not care that
Preston Wright is kissing other women. Not a lick. Not at all. Nuh-uhfreakin'-uh. I do care that he's doing it six feet away from me behind a
gaudy velvet curtain--making him my competition in this year's kissing
contest. Why do I care, you ask? Because I've had an unfortunate crush
on the insufferable idiot since I was sixteen years old, but I also know it's
never going to happen. He's the Creek Falls bachelor to die for, and I'm
the Creek Falls racoon lady who puts peanut butter sandwiches out for
them every night. I'm not going to let him break my four-year-long reign-kiss-me-hello-english-edition
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no matter how many times he breaks the rules and slides the curtain
across to do the one thing he's not allowed to: Kiss me.
Catalog of Copyright Entries - 1945
Main Land - Two Feathers 2013-12-04
There is an aura around Jay that screams confidence and power! He has
an authority air about him that people react to, but when it comes to
Dyan; he is week in the knees and would do anything for her. However,
Dyan struggles to survive one tragedy after another to fight for the love
she found on the island with Jay, but the odds are stacking up against
her! Will she succumb to these trials or will she find the strength to
endure them and conquer them to finally get her happily-ever-after?
In Search of Number 5 - Irwinette Crite 2016-12-12
Rita Reece is a woman in financial need who engages in sexual
relationships masquerading as romance. She is a woman who married
several times hoping to get it right each time. Rita struggled in her early
life. Due to gossip, Rita at one time questioned if she had been told the
truth about who her real mother was. Beyond that, her certificate of live
birth was troublesome. It had a female name, but a male gender and the
name she was taught was spelled differently than on the form. Rita's
grownup life began at age 5 when she was she taken from a home filled
with love to live with a hate-filled family. This book shows how Rita came
to grip with her new life and environment. Living in Satan's command
station made Rita strong, but it left mental scars and destroyed her trust
in people. Over the years, Rita put her nightmares on paper. This forged
an outlet from which some lingering anger and a fragment of hate
escaped. Rita wanted to tell this story to somebody, but never did. Why
now? Because as Rita grew older and talked about her life, it sounded
unreal. It sounded like a motivational speech and not something anyone
could actually go through and retain mental clarity. She also realized
maybe this book could motivate someone who is trapped by circumstance
or situation to seek a way out even if it is by an undesignated or alternate
path. This book is categorized as fiction. Names were changed because
only bits and pieces of fact about Rita's early life could be proven.
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Permission could not be obtained as many would-be sources were
deceased, aged with impaired memory, or just had no knowledge. The
unanswered questions were important to this story because much of
what caused the unbalance in Rita's life was because of what happened
at its beginning. Rita's life was shaped before her heart beat, before she
had fingerprints, before birth. She was conceived intentionally because
of an unlikely circumstance, in an unlikely place, for an unlikely purpose,
by unlikely parents. The person Rita has become is because of the people
she encountered, choices she surrendered, and the alternate paths she
took In Search of #5.
Unwritten - Charles Martin 2013-05-07
An actress running from her past finds escape with a man hiding from his
future. When someone wants to be lost, a home tucked among the Ten
Thousand Islands off the Florida coast is a good place to live. A couple
decent boats, and a deep knowledge of fishing and a man can get by
without ever having to talk to another soul. It's a nice enough existence,
until the one person who ties him to the world of the living, the reason
he's still among them even if only on the fringes, asks him for help.
Father Steady Capri knows quite a bit about helping others. But he is
afraid Katie Quinn's problems may be beyond his abilities. Katie is a
world-famous actress with an all too familiar story. Fame seems to have
driven her to self-destruct. Steady knows the true cause of her desire to
end her life is buried too deeply for him to reach. But there is one person
who still may be able to save her from herself. He will show her an
alternate escape, a way to write a new life. But Katie still must confront
her past before she can find peace. Ultimately, he will need to leave his
secluded home and sacrifice the serenity he's found to help her. From
the Florida coast, they will travel to the French countryside where they
will discover the unwritten story of both their pasts and their future.
Kiss Me Hello - Andrea Dale 2012-10-01
KISS ME HELLO is the first collection from legendary erotica heavyhitter Andrea Dale.Prepare to be both aroused and charmed by these
eleven tales of lesbian erotic romance, which appeared in such lauded
anthologies as The Sweetest Kiss, Lesbian Cowboys, and Best Lesbian
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Romance.Includes the following stories:• Queens Up• Just Be• Subtle•
After the Rain• Devouring Heart• From Bitter to Sweet• I Need a Man•
Finding Perspective• Your Gift to Me• In Flight• FrozenIn KISS ME
HELLO you'll find out why Cleis Press calls Andrea Dale one of the best
in the genre of lesbian erotica.
Harlequin Special Edition September 2017 Box Set 1 of 2 - Stella
Bagwell 2017-09-01
Harlequin® Special Edition brings you three new titles for one great
price, available now! These are heartwarming, romantic stories about
life, love and family. This Special Edition box set includes: THE
MAVERICK’S BRIDE-TO-ORDER Montana Mavericks: The Great Family
Roundup by Stella Bagwell Rancher Zach Dalton places a classified ad
searching for the perfect wife. Local reporter Lydia Grant isn’t what
Zach thinks he wants—but what if she’s everything the cowboy needs? A
BRIDE FOR THE MOUNTAIN MAN The Colorado Fosters by Tracy
Madison Leaving her affluent upbringing behind, Meredith Jensen is
determined to lead a life of her own. But a blizzard gets her stranded on
a Colorado mountain—with a particularly sexy mountain man! Can Liam
Daly move past his life’s biggest tragedy to find love on the other side? A
WEDDING TO REMEMBER The Brands of Montana by Joanna Sims Only
a signature away from divorce, Bruce Brand is shocked when his almostex-wife Savannah awakens from an accident-induced coma believing
they’re still married. When she moves back in with him, though, Bruce
starts to wonder if this might just be the universe’s way of giving them a
second chance.
Kiss Me in New York - Catherine Rider 2017-10-03
When recently-dumped Charlotte and Anthony cross paths at the airport
in New York City and get caught there by a blizzard, the two set out into
the city with a self-help book from the gift shop with the intention of
getting over their heartbreaks.
Catalog of Copyright Entries - Library of Congress. Copyright Office
1968
The Fog - Shelby Nolan 2012-11-14
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Crying, Rocky slid down onto the floor and John walked around to ease
down beside her. Pulling her against him, they sat and listened to each
others heartbeats. "He's gone, baby." Sometimes an event happens in life
that affects you so strongly it makes you wonder how the people involved
in the event feel, how they handled their emotions. This book is about a
woman who lost her son and is struggling to hold her marriage together
without him. You must decide if The Fog is real. . . or if it's only in her
mind. . .
The Confusion of Languages - Siobhan Fallon 2018-06-05
A searing debut novel from the award-winning author of You Know When
the Men are Gone, about jealousy, the unpredictable path of friendship,
and the secrets kept in marriage, all set within the U.S. expat community
of the Middle East during the rise of the Arab Spring. Both Cassie Hugo
and Margaret Brickshaw dutifully followed their soldier husbands to the
U.S. embassy in Jordan, but that’s about all the women have in common.
After two years, Cassie’s become an expert on the rules, but newly
arrived Margaret sees only her chance to explore. So when a fenderbender sends Margaret to the local police station, Cassie reluctantly
agrees to watch Margaret’s toddler son. But as the hours pass, Cassie’s
boredom and frustration turn to fear: Why isn’t Margaret answering her
phone, and why is it taking so long to sort out a routine accident?
Snooping around Margaret’s apartment, Cassie begins to question not
only her friend’s whereabouts but also her own role in Margaret’s
disappearance. With achingly honest prose and riveting characters, The
Confusion of Languages plunges readers into a shattering collision
between two women and two worlds, affirming Siobhan Fallon as a
powerful voice in American fiction and a storyteller not to be missed. “A
gripping, cleverly plotted novel with surprising bite.”—Phil Klay
“Mesmerizing and devastating....Two military wives must explore a
modern-day, cultural labyrinth in this insatiable read.”—Sarah McCoy
Motherless Daughters - Hope Edelman 2014-04-08
Ask any woman whose mother has died, and she will tell you that she is
irrevocably altered, as deeply changed by her mother's death as she was
by her mother's life. Although a mother's mortality is inevitable, no book
kiss-me-hello-english-edition

had discussed the profound, lasting, and far-reaching effects of this loss-until Motherless Daughters, which became an instant classic. Twenty
years later, it is still the book that women of all ages look to for comfort
and understanding when their mothers die, and the book that they
continue to press into each other's hands. Building on interviews with
hundreds of mother-loss survivors, the author's personal story of losing
her mother, recent research in grief and psychology, and with a new
afterword exploring how the legacy of mother loss shifts with the
passage of time, Motherless Daughters reveals the shared experiences
and core identity issues of motherless women: Why the absence of a
nurturing hand shapes a woman's identity throughout her lifespan How
present-day relationships are defined by past losses How a woman can
resolve past conflicts and move toward acceptance and healing What
grief really is: not a linear passage, but an ongoing cyclical journey
The Star of Istanbul - Robert Olen Butler 2013-10-07
An intrepid reporter boards the Lusitania in a “vivid . . . ripping good”
spy thriller from the Pulitzer Prize–winning author (The Wall Street
Journal). It’s 1915, World War I is in full swing, and foreign
correspondent Christopher “Kit” Marlowe Cobb is tasked with following
a German intellectual and possible secret service agent traveling on the
British ocean liner Lusitania. But Cobb is soon distracted from his
mission by the sultry Selene Bourgani, a world-renowned silent film star
who also appears to be working with German Intelligence. The more
Cobb thinks he knows her, the less he really does. The secrets Selene
harbors have the potential to set the whole international conflict further
aflame—and they’re ignited by a German U-boat attack off the Irish
coast. From the perilous waters of the Atlantic, Cobb tails Selene first
into London’s darkest alleyways, then on to the powder keg that is
Istanbul. Across the war-torn stages of Europe and the Middle East,
Cobb must venture deep behind enemy lines, knowing full well he may
not return. The second book in Robert Olen Butler’s Christopher
Marlowe Cobb series, The Star of Istanbul “has it all: history galore,
exotic foreign settings, a world-weary yet engaging protagonist, villains
in abundance and a romance worthy of Bogart and Bergman”
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(BookPage). “[An] outstanding work of historical fiction.” —Huntington
News “Butler . . . holds the reader transfixed, like a kid at a Saturday
matinee.” —Booklist, starred review “An exciting thriller with plenty of
action, romance, and danger . . . [a] fast-paced journey through a world
at war.” —Library Journal
Say Hello, Kiss Goodbye - Jacquelyn Middleton 2020-11-26
WILL HER FLING BECOME HIS FOREVER? Leia Scott has sworn off
love. Fresh from a messy, public divorce from her hockey player ex, the
twenty-six-year-old fashion designer temporarily trades New York for
London to heal and embrace her freedom. Her vow? To protect her heart,
steer clear of relationships, and say yes to flings without strings. She
throws herself into designing upcycled dresses and exploring London
with her sister. But Leia's carefully curated plan encounters a flirty
complication with an irresistible British accent. Wealthy, charming, and
devastatingly attractive, Tarquin Balfour is tired of meaningless hookups
and dates that go nowhere. For years, he has played the bon viveur with
reckless abandon, throwing decadent parties, sleeping with a parade of
women, and diving into extreme sports around the globe. But now the
young property developer wants more. He craves love and commitment,
to prove his kind heart matters more than the abundance of zeroes
attached to his bank balance. Struggling with undiagnosed depression,
Tarquin worries he'll never find The One...until he meets his princess, a
fashion designer named Leia. Afraid of falling in love and fearful of being
alone, Leia and Tarquin enter into an entanglement that threatens to
hurt them both. From Jacquelyn Middleton, the award-winning author of
UNTIL THE LAST STAR FADES, comes a sexy story of love, second
chances, gratitude, and finding beauty in the broken and the forgotten.
One Kiss or Two? - Andy Scott 2019-04-23
Every encounter begins with a greeting, and different cultures have
developed innumerable ways of showing pleasure at someone’s arrival.
Humans have been greeting each other for thousands of years, so it
should be the most straightforward thing in the world, but this seemingly
simple act is fraught with complications, leading to awkward
misunderstandings, intercultural fumblings, and social gaffes that can
kiss-me-hello-english-edition
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potentially fracture relationships forever.Why is that? Why are greetings
so important? Is there a right and wrong way to say hello? In his
illuminating book One Kiss or Two?, Andy Scott—a well-traveled former
diplomat and no stranger to botched first contacts himself—takes a
closer look at what greetings are all about. In examining how they have
developed over human history, he uncovers a kaleidoscopic world of
etiquette, body-language, evolution, neuroscience, anthropology, and
history. Through in-depth research and his personal experience, and with
the help of experts ranging from the world-famous primatologist Jane
Goodall to top sociologist Erving Goffman, Scott takes readers on a
captivating journey through a subject far richer than we might have
expected. By the end of it, we are able to make more sense of what lies
behind greetings—and what it means to be human in the modern, crosscultural age.
The Hollywood Sisters: Backstage Pass - Mary Wilcox 2009-05-06
Lights. Camera. Backstabbing. My sister, Eva, just hit the big time as a
TV teen–but the big time is hitting back. Someone on the set is planting
lies about her in the gossip columns. Can I crack the case before Eva
becomes just another falling star? My camera is trained on two jealous
actresses, one kick-butt publicist, and the boy next door (well, he plays
one on TV). No one is playing their part as expected. As it turns out . . .
not even me.
The Art of Loving. - Carli Fickes 2017-01-11
This is a compilation of poems about love and my experiences with it.
Hollywood Spotlight - Grace Harper 2020-08-06
A stand-alone romance about a Hollywood A-Lister and his star-struck
make-up artist. When make-up artist, Whitney Bryant, takes a break from
working for her pop star employer she is persuaded to accept a job on a
movie set. The last person she expected to see walk in to her make-up
trailer is her movie idol, Brad Evans. Neither expect each other’s
reactions. Whitney is stunned to silence when she comes face to face
with the handsome actor. What is more unnerving is that he can’t take
his eyes off her. From opposite worlds, both Brad and Whitney are
suffering with the same guilt. Can they help each other come to terms
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with what lies ahead while they work out if they have a future
themselves?
Larceny Of The Heart - Mario Korman 2015-04-30
During the early 1980’s Richard Beech, a Vietnam Veteran, is on the run
from mobsters due to a failed drug deal. Beech owes them money and
leaves Chicago in a mad rush. He hops on an Amtrak train and hours
later, while stretching his legs at a rail station stop, he notices a
charismatic, young and beautiful girl. He decides to remain here in this
small college town, Bearsville, Illinois and figure out how to raise the
money he needs to pay off the mob and return to his life in Chicago. In
Bearsville, he meets a variety of people while becoming involved in a
Lolita-style soulmate affair with Jasmine. While having lunch, he
befriends the town’s newspaper editor and then begins interacting with
the Bearsville elite including a local motorcycle gang, college students,
restaurant personnel and the town’s gay beauty shop owners. Bearsville
is a mythical Illinois college town that should be compared with
Carbondale, Illinois (Southern Illinois University) and Woodstock, NY .
The town has been humorously nicknamed “Fats” because of all the
overweight town folk. Being a college town, Beech encounters different
scenarios including sex, drugs, music, booze, gourmet restaurants,
religious believers and hypocrites, prostitution, and the local gay disco.
MAIN CAST: Richard Beech - a Vietnam Veteran that’s about 42. He’s
used to making great money dealing cocaine or pot. He’s 6’1” about 180
lbs and good looking. He is skilled at photography, art and considers
himself a kind of gourmet cook. Suggested actors for this role are John
Cusack, Mark Wahlberg, Mekhi Pfeiffer or Denzel Washington. Jasmine
Fripo - She is a high school girl that’s almost 17. She’s mature beyond
her years having to take on the role of “mom” for her uneducated,
sarcastic father. She’s bright and likes music, photography and is a very
talented shoplifter. Suggested actresses for this role are Kirsten Storms
(TV’s Clubland), Kristen Bell (TV’s Veronica Mars) and HillaryDuff.
George Orlandello - Editor at the town newspaper, The Journal. He is
about 50 or a little older with thinning gray hair and is an alcoholic lush.
He knows the town in and out. He has a sophisticated variety of interests
kiss-me-hello-english-edition

and becomes Beech’s friend and unknowing accomplice. Suggested
actors for the role are Bill Murray or Barry Bostwick.
Kairos - Jason Sturner 2004
First full-length book of poetry by author Jason Sturner (Jay Sturner).
Themes include love, loss, nature, and more. In addition to being
gathered in book form, many of these poems have appeared in
anthologies, magazines, and other periodicals.
A Kiss to Remember - Miranda Lee 2011-07-15
AFFAIRS TO REMEMBER A lingering kiss… Angie was determined to
throw off her memories of Lance Sterling. It had been nine years since
her brother's impossibly handsome friend had stolen her fifteen-year-oldheart with a kiss. It was time to move on, time to stop comparing every
man she met with Lance, time to let a man love her. Maybe there would
be someone eligible at her brother's party? But there was an unexpected
guest…. Lance arrived and announced that his marriage was over. Now
the temptation for a certain twenty-four-year-old virgin to try to seduce
him was impossible to resist! AFFAIRS TO REMEMBER—stories of love
you'll treasure forever.
The Best Laid Plans - Cameron Lund 2021-02-02
High school senior Keely Collins takes on firsts, lasts, and everything in
between in this sweet, sex-positive rom-com for fans of Meg Cabot and
Jenny Han. It seemed like a good plan at first. When the only other virgin
in her group of friends loses it at Keely's own eighteenth birthday party,
she's inspired to take things into her own hands. She wants to have that
experience too (well, not exactly like that--but with someone she trusts
and actually likes), so she's going to need to find the guy, and fast.
Problem is, she's known all the boys in her small high school forever, and
it's kinda hard to be into a guy when you watched him eat crayons in
kindergarten. So she can't believe her luck when she meets a ridiculously
hot new guy named Dean. Not only does he look like he's fallen out of a
classic movie poster, but he drives a motorcycle, flirts with ease, and
might actually be into her. But Dean's already in college, and Keely is
convinced he'll drop her if he finds out how inexperienced she is. That's
when she talks herself into a new plan: her lifelong best friend, Andrew,
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would never hurt or betray her, and he's clearly been with enough girls
that he can show her the ropes before she goes all the way with Dean. Of
course, the plan only works if Andrew and Keely stay friends--just
friends--so things are about to get complicated. Cameron Lund's
delightful debut is a hilarious and heartfelt story of first loves, first
friends, and first times--and how making them your own is all that really
matters.
The Shipkiller: A Novel - Justin Scott 2013-08-01
In celebration of the thirty-fifth anniversary of this renowned maritime
thriller, a new edition for the next generation of readers. It was the
largest moving object on the face of the earth,but for Carolyn and Peter
Hardin it was a towering wall of steel bursting out of a squall at full
speed, bearing down on their ketch Siren. In a few dramatic moments,
Siren was shattered by the indifferent juggernaut. Struggling for his life,
Peter Hardin felt the hand of his wife being torn from his grip as the
huge white letters on the supertanker’s stern–Leviathan—steamed away.
Thus begins an odyssey of revenge that embraces the distant waters of
the world, from the titanic storms of the South Atlantic to the oil-slicked
reaches of the Persian Gulf. Now back in print for the first time in
twenty-five years, The Shipkiler is the story of one man determined to
win at sea the justice he has been denied on land.
Addictions of the Soul - Miguel Bizarre 2011-05-03
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ADDICTIONS OF THE SOUL is the second book of a three set collection.
The first being THE INTIMATE HORRORS OF RELATIONSHIPS which
explored the pain of Love. ADDICTIONS is about how Love is the worst
addiction and what the author has seen through his own eyes and eyes of
friends who try to replace Love with other things including suicide. It's a
very dark collection with a few happy poems in it that will amaze and
make you think. This collection is and will be worth anyone's time if they
are open to see the darkness that resides inside due to that demon called
Love...
Blow Hot, Blow Cold - Ellery Queen 2015-08-11
A summertime slaying sets a suburban housewife on the hunt for a killer
On a scorching summer afternoon, Nancy Howell bakes in the sun,
hoping her neighbor will invite her inside. Lila has central air
conditioning—a priceless luxury this time of year—and while Nancy
doesn’t think much of her notoriously promiscuous neighbor, she would
do anything to cool down. Sadly, Lila doesn’t step outside. She never will
again. After more than a day without seeing her neighbor, Nancy finally
goes next door and finds Lila sprawled across her bed, a knife buried
deep in her chest. When Lila’s cuckolded husband is also found dead, the
police label it a tragic murder-suicide—but Nancy isn’t convinced. In this
gin-soaked patch of suburbia, adultery is a way of life and jealousy isn’t
reason enough for a husband to kill. As the mercury inevitably rises, so
will the body count.
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